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Military Justice: A System
by AI Porsche
Editor's Note: The author, 24 years old, was
drafted fol/owing completion of his 3rd year of col/ege
becauseof taking over 4 years to complete his col/ege
program. He is now a resident of Washington, D.C.,
studying classicalpiano.
In the armed service the word "Justice" is always
qualified with "military." This is the story of my
encounter with "Justice." It starts with my -being
drafted and my experiences in Viet Nam. This was a
naive period when I accepted military duty, but also
one in which I was conscious of my desire not to serve
in an immoral war and. very basically, not to be killed.
As is often the case conviction is stifled by the
system, and when one acts on conviction, even if the
conviction is right, it is regarded as illegal. Not
believing in, but immersed within the military, I sought,
to escape by going AWOL. The following narrative
consists of the experiences which preceeded my going
AWOL and the events which led up to my eventual
discharge.
of fAnguish'
"14 May 1968"
I was drafted. There had been a 'struggle with the
draft board concerning my being classified as a student,
but since I was taking more .,.than four years to
conplete my education the omnipotence of the board
gave the army the go·ahead. He's 1A. At this time I
thoroughly felt it was my fate and I should do my best
to adjust. This acceptance of fate became harder and
harder. '
Basic training was two months of indoctrination of
"do and don't question why." Then two more months
of specialization in an area where you can best serve
your country according to your abilities. This means
infantry training: what the army likes to call the
"ultimate weapon." Completion of this training meant
being used as a "weapon" in Viet Nam. The only way I
could see of escaping was to apply for officer training
school and hope the war would end.
OCS is an even more sophisticated arid concentrated
effort to indoctrinate the individual in the nationalistic
concepts that are essential for the military to continue
to function as it does. But in OCS there ,is freedom.
You can elect to quite anytime, BUT you are assured
of going to the Nam immediately. I quit. Three weeks
later I was given my orders to Viet Nam.
April 1969
,I arrived in Nam and was assigned to 1st Air
Calvary Division. It was all rather surreal. I did not
fully comprehend what was happening. I had been in
Nam 1o days and here Iwas in the jungle, a rifle in one
hand, a machette in the other. 40 pounds on my back.
There were a hundred other look-alike GI's.
It's hard to convey that here I Was watching and
being part of the destruction of man by man. Three
and a half months later I'm to the breaking point-the
trauma of my personal involvement in killing people.
Up until this point I had never fired my rifle. I had
been carrying the officers radio, but this time we were
see AWOL, p. 2
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Mcintosh Predicts,
'New Government' Community legal Clinic
lacks Student Supportby Ernest W.Mcintosh never be-solved nor may yourS.B.A. President student government ever break
, There comes a time in the its shackles of impotency unless
existence of every institution you, the true owners of this
when it either falters and dies or association, band together and
is rej u venated by renewed aid your elected representatives
efforts to deal with the problems in "our" fight to settle some of
for which it was created to solve. the basic grievances that are
Th Student Bar Association continuously voiced. improve
has passed 'that point but. the climate of this universityfor
New Student Bar Association President Ernest Mcintosh
fortunately this is also a time
when 'it may be revitalized and
geared toward the real problems
of its constituency. I state these
thoughts with more reason than
the need for rhetorical effect. I
state them with a deep sense of
purpose and meaning.
I was elected as Day-Vlce
President' and it' was my
intention to serve in that post
until May 1972; however,
unforseen events have changed
that plan and I now find myself
charged with the responsibility
of guiding our student
government. I would like to
emphasize "our student
government" because the
collective termoor' means much
more than a collective sense of
ownership, it reallv means
collective participation.
Regardless of your political
or philosophical leanings there
are real issues which affect every
student at the National Law
Center and these problems may
greater student participation in
decision making, and to create
more suitable conditions for the
existence of viable alternatives
to the present staid and static
patterns of legal education.
It is the purpose of my
administration to work closely
with all student and facutly
groups whose efforts are
directed toward the
improvement ofconditions which
now make it difficult for
students to receive all the
benefits which the Law School
has to offer. I
By working together we may
be able to effectively deal with
questions fo curriculum,
gri evances, class sizes and
'schedules, a' greater variety of
classes for night students, and a
. broader clinical law program.
After two and one-half years
at this school it is my firm belief
that a concerted effort by
student groups and interested
faculty members is the best and
see SBA, p, 3
by Ronald Jessamy .
3rd Year Law Student
The Community Legal Clinic
has in this its second semester of
operation developed projects
throughout the greater
Washington area, that can
effectively utilize the services Of
some seventy (70) students.
Further all the projects offer
legal experience on an attorney
client basis in fashioning text
book ideas to meet the needs of '
bot h 0 rga n i zations and
individuals.
To date the student response
to t he projects has been
some-what disappointing in that
only fifteen students nave
enrolled in the course (Law
346), eventhough it is a two
credit activity.
Some of the projects
available, in which students are
needed, eitherfor credit or on a
volunteer basis are:
The project involving police
practices in Prince Georges
County is by far our largest as to
the humber of students that can
be used. In this project our
students are working with three
chapters of ACLU, two chapters
of NAACP, the Legal Defense
Fund, and the law firm of Hogan
and Hartson.
The students will investigate
specific citizen complaints of
police practices. eliciting
statements from the citizens,
and from these statements
prepare affidavits to, support a
complaint for a possible class
action as well as prepare the
A special meeting of the multitude of continuing
Stu dent Bar Association 'pleadings required by this type
Assembly was called on Friday, of action.
January 29, 1972 to decide 'This project has been in
whether to appeal a suit against operation since December 20,
the University brought by the 1971 and we began actively
Student Bar Association two involving students on 31 January
years ago. The action was for 1972, when with the assistance
recovery of 'a University Center of' Professor Allen, Ralph
fee imposed on students without Temple of ACLU spoke to his
proper notice in the University Police In The Community class.
catalog. S.B.A. was denied a. This- project offers an
motion for summary judgment opportunity for students, to get
in federal district court. involved - at any point or phase
Ernest Mcintosh, President of of litigation for as long or as
S.B.A., read his summary of the short a period of time as 'the
case and presented the matter to student desires. Further it offers
the Assembly for discussion. the George Washington
Daniel Efroymson moved that University an opportunity to
S.B.A. continue its action work with some of the more
aga inst George Washington serious and better civil rights
University by appealing to the practitioners in the nation.
United States Court of Appeals. Our landlord-tenants project
The motion was seconded by requires student assistance to the
Manning Warren. The vote was National Tenants' Organization
5·3 in favor of the motion. in all areas of landlord-tenant
Members for: Harold Novick, ,law. NTO needs assistance in the
. Mark Berlin, Manning Warren, investigation and disposition of
Carl Cannon, Jonathon Moore. numerous tenant complaints
Me m be r sag a ins t : 0 an received. Educational programs
Efroymson, Paul Alper, Don and a monthly newsletter are in
Caulkins. progress and substantial amounts
SBA Votes
For Appeal
of research and writing must be
done. Individual "test" suits' and
class action suits will be
prepared with the NTO
attorneys.
A national conference that
will include legal workshops is
planned for this summer and
students will be expected to
assist in the planning of both the
form and content of these
programs. NTO's representative
on the President's Rent Control
Board' will also require legal
research and drafting. Students
have been assiqned to this
project by Professor Starrs from
•his "Housing and the Poor'.'
class.
The Lorton Project is an
effort by Federal City College
and the convicts of Lorton to
establ ish a self-development
program based upon education
and community action.
A third party custody service
is presently sponsored by the
Lorton Project and is in need of
review and change.'
A record-keeping system
must be developed and a booklet
prepared that details the legal
requirements for the accussed.
An informal effort will also be
made to gain the full support of
the Superior Court.
The Lorton Project has been
ask ed to testify before
Congressional Committees and
research must be done on federal
and district programs concerned
with prison reform,
rehabilitation programs and
juvenile deliquency laws.
Lorton's most urgent need is
money. Foundation and
government fund sources must
be contacted and funding
proposals drawn up. Legal work
will allow the continued
,existence of this project. and is
vital.
The
become
because
Lorton Project has
important not only
of the attention it has
see CLC, p, 6
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in a fire fight with North Viet see what could be done. I had no and surrendered. It took .the
Namese regulars. The officer was intention of putting myself in MP's 5 hours to confirm the fact
gone. the hands of the military unless I that I had indeed been AWOL. A
I had to call in artillery fire was sure of being discharged. I captain then interviewed me to
and adjust it, call in the cobra went to the Draft Law' Panel determine if I should be
helicopter gun ships, mortar fire again and they felt that I would confined in the stockade. I
and jet strikes. It was like va have only a 60% chance of presented the psychiatrist
dream and suddenly Iwoke up. I discharge without court martial. statements, including a recent
jumped on a helicopter going to As it turned out, this was one stating that I couldn't cope
Tay Nanh. Upon arrival I was, incorrect. Anyone who hasbeen with confinement. As a result I
arrested for desertion and told if AWOL a' couple ofrronths or was placed in Personnel
I refused to go back to the field more has a 95% chance of Confinement Facilities (PCF).
I would be court martialed. Self discharge at Ft. Meade. I'm not This special facility had been
preservation was a stronger condeming the Draft Law Panel instituted because of increased
motive. I was definitely not or anyone else for giving me disciplinary cases and lack of
going back. . erroneous information. After all, stockade facilities. At Meade it is
A general court martial" is how are they supposed to the old stokcade compound with
not something to look forward understand the mutable and guard . tover, search lights,
to nor ir Long Binh Jail. A deal fluxuating military justice? barbed wire but vitually
was set (another example of the Working on the assumption unguarded. This place differed
mutability of "military justice"). that I had only a 60% chance, I from the stockade in that you
I agreed to stay in the army for decided the best course was to were free to move even to the
2 more years, make it a total of hire an attorney. Unfortunately, point of leaving each evening
four years, and the charges justice, be it military or civilian and weekend.
would be dropped and I would costs money, but Iwas prepared
be assigned as a finance clerk in to pay. I felt I was fortunate to The procedure for obtaining.
Bien Hoa. I doesn't sould like a meet one of the top military discharge was simple. The army
good deal but considering the lawyers in the country, who was preferred charges against me for
deteriorating state of the of course, too busy to take the being AWOL and recomnended
situation I felt I had little case. He recommended another a special court martial. Then I
choice. attorney, who demanded was offered an undesirable
I did not know how I would $500.00 and was skeptical of the discharge in lieu of the court
cope with two more years in the outcome of the case. What else martial. I had to sign waivers
army but at least I had a chance could I do?1 raised the $500 and regarding GI benefits. The
of getting out alive. From this hired him, but with reservation paper work took 10 days and
time on my inability to function because of his negative attitude then just a matter of time for
in a military environment and his being caught ip in the' the army to process the
became increasingly difficult. To capitalist lawyer role. paperwork.
survive my next 8 months I The attorney,' who we'll 4 January 1971
stayed ·"stoned," which isn't cloak with anonynity, started I was "smoking"· with a
very difficult in Nam. negotiations at Ft. Myer. They friend behind the barracks. Two
agreed not to put me in sergeants came up. I ran, ate the
pre-tnat confinement but there "smoke" and remained hidden
was no guarantee of discharge. the remainder of the day. On my
Fortunately, Imet someone who return I learned that the
had been in a situation similar to Criminal Investigation Division
mine. He had been AWOL, had broken into my locker to
turned himself in at Ft. 'Meade make a search and allegedly
and been given an undesirable found marijuana. The company
discharge within 30 days. commander (C.O.) insisted that I
be confined to the stockade. I
was searched, handcuffed and
hauled away. Naturally, I
refused to make any statements
and was allowed to call my
civilian attorney.
He assured me he would call
my military attorney and find
out \/\hat· could be done. I was
jailed in the stockade. The
military attorney contacted me
and said that there was a good
chance of my not going to the
stockade since my C.O. would
probably have a difficult time
getting the concurrence from the
Judge Advocate General's
Department necessary to confine
me legally. He obviously hadn't
been in the army long enough to
know "military justice."
routine started. I was on my feet
until 9 p.rn. I was allowed out of
my cell for meals and an hour
for exercise. My mail was
censored, restricted to writing
my family and one friend.
I was allotted 7 sheets of
paper and four envelopes. Itwas
riot permissible to write poetry,
keep a journal or make music. I
could not receive books. I wasn't
allowed in the prison library.
T his was the treatment I
received despite the letters from
the psychiatrist and with the
agreement of my friendly,
well-paid attorney.
19 January 1972
I was freed on an undesirable
discharge. I was freed from
"military justice" and even
undesirable sounded most
desirable. Military justice is no
justice and no justice, military or
otherwise, is justice when it can
be manipulated by the whims of
individuals. Had there really
been "military justice," I would,
never have been drafted, but
once drafted, I would have
been court-martialed for
desertion from the field of battle
and not given a deal to sign up
for another 2 years.
Had justice prevailed I would
. have been released on the
psychiatrist statement. Had
there been justice, the Draft Law
Panel and civil military attorneys
would be aware of nilitary
procedure. With real "military
justice," a C.O. couldn't coerce
the Judge Advocates Generals
entire department. If there were
justice a $500 lawyer paid to
keep me out of the stockade
wouldn't. agree to my being left
there. What am I lamenting? Not
my being a free man at last, but
a justice so misused and warped
to cause anyone the pain and
anguish I have had to endure,
, They first tried to confine me
.without approval. Then the next
9 hours my C.O., who I never
saw or talked to my entire stay,
haggled with. the legal section.
At 3 in the morning the C.O.
won by persuading the post
commander who pressured the
legal section. I wasn't charged
with possession but for being
AWOL again, of all things, from
PCF for 8 hours.
My civilian attorney
conferred with my military
attorney who suggested' that
they leave me in the stockade.
The JAG officer said that it
would not affect lTV discharge
and they would be able to keep
track of me. My civilian attorney
agreed: I was not aware of this
until after my discharge, and
even then was amazed that my
$500 "mouth-piece" paid 'to
keep me out of the stockade,
had guts to tell me that he had
agreed to leave me in.
5 January 1972-3 a.m.
A large cell with 9 other GI's,
bars, concrete floors, naked light
bulbs. After one and a half
hours, 4:30 a.m. the daily
May, 1969
I was assigned to Ft. Meyer,
Va., as a finance clerk. It was
then I realized that I could no
lonqer participate in the army at
this or any level. To kill or to
pay people to kill was the same
thing. I found that I could apply
for conscientious objector status
and receive an honorable
discharge. I was brainwashed to
the point that I thought I
needed an "honorable." There is
no. doubt in my mind that I'm a
total pacifist. but I never wrote a
C.O. claim. The odds of getting
C.O. status once in the army are
slim.
The next -alternative was the
psychiatrist. I obtained letters
from four different 'psychiatrists
and psychologists written in
their typical mumbo-jumbo.
Basically, the letters said I was
of no use to the military or
myself because of experiences
and feelings toward the army
and that my situation would
regress if I remained in the army.
After four months of trying to
get a discharge this way, I
realized that as long as I worked
every day they would never
discharge me. On 29 March
1971, I went AWOL.
I spent the next 6 months
traveling the country under an
assu rred identity. I tried to
decide what to do-considered
Canada, but that was out
because I would be cut off from
family and friends and it would
be 5 years before I could get a'
Canadian passport and be able to
travel. Also, I considered giving
myself up. I was told by the
Military Draft Law Panel in
Washington that if. I gave,
myself up to one of the selected
few military bases that Iwould
be discharged and not court
martialed. Ft. Meade, outside'
Baltimore, was one of the best
of these and close.
October, 1971·
. I returned to Washington to.
My lawyer, upon receiving'
this information, started
negotiations with Meade, but the
people at Meade were no more
willing to guarantee discharge
than those at Ft. Myer.
However, the prospects were
somewhat better at Meade.
9 December 1971
My attorney and I went to
Ft. Meade to meet the military
attorney-one of the unique
aspects of military justice is that
you my be defended by the
.military. My military attorney,
fresh from Harvard Law School,
was enthusiastic and felt it
would only be a matter of
paperwork.
10 December 1971
I returned alone to Ft. Meade
NAGRELL I
Bar Review School
The School That Bases Its Reputation on The
Opinion of Over 21,000 Nacrelli Students
Applications now being accepted for the
Washington, D. C.
Maryland
Virginia
Comprehensive (long) Courseexpert
typing
starting Feb. 28,1972
attend classes
. Monday and Friday 1:30 p.m.
eor
Monday and Friday 6:30 p.rn ,
eor
Saturday 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
(Repeat of Mon. and Fri. classes)
eor
alternate afternoon, even ing or Sat. classes any time,
or hear a live lecture for the second or third time ..
.RESUMES
.LETTERS
.REPORTS
.PRESENTATIONS
.LEGAL
.THESES
.MANUSCRIYfS
.TECHNICAL
.SPECIFICATIONS
.ADDRESSING
GENEVIEVE S JONES
AND AsSOCIATES
Suite 927 .
, 1346 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
223-4722(day)
. 234-G738(nigflt)
In addition to the above schedule, Md. students attend also Fridays, 8:30 to 10 p.m.; Va. students Mondays
8:30 to 10:15 p.m, The first part of the LONG course ends May 5. The second part continues with the
SHORT Course on May 30. . .
One tuition fee permits students to prepare for two Bars by attending both the D. C. and Md. Courses or the
D. C. and Va. courses.
V.A. Approved
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
'1334 UG" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 Telephone (202) 347·7574
Nixon Talk Reveals Hanoi Policy
',
by Alan Kassirer Moveover, the Soviet mission
AdvocateStaff Writer followed meetings between
Aside from its domestic Andrei Gromyko and Secretary
political implications, Pres. Rogers and Pres. Nixon.
Nixon's Jan. 25 television It seems very likely that the
address also jiontalned clues to US plan was discussed with the
Hanoi's behavior; for examined Soviets and Chinese in Hanoi,
in Iigl)t of North Vietnamese especially in view of the fact
political developments, the that the last paragraph of the
chronology of Henry Kissinger's American proposal, as released
secret Paris meetings gives more to the press on Jan. 25, states
meaning to Hanoi's activities that "Both sides express their
over the last 1.8months. willingness to participate in an
Six of Kissinger's 12 meetings' international conference for this
took place in 1971, the and other appropriate
remainder occurring between purposes."
August, 1969, the date of the On Oct. 25 the North
first meeting, and the end of Vietnamese notified the US of
1970. It is logical to assume that -their willingness to meet on Nov.
one or more meetings took place 20, rather than Nov. 1, but
in mid-or late 1970, especially in cancelled on Nov. 17. In his Jan.
light of the fact that the first 26 press conference Kissinger
meeting in 1971 did not occur stated that "it is a very
until May 31. Although interesting question what
Kissinger refused to discuss the happened between Oct. 25 and
1969-70 sessions at his Jan. 26 Nov. 17. I don't want to
press conference, it does seem speculate on that because it is a
fairly certain that most of the question that also occupies us."
secret talks were held between While speculation is always
mid-1970 and the end of last dangerous, there does seem to be
year. at least one clue as to what
The importance of this occurred between those dates.,
becomes clear when vcoltated Sometime in November Xuan
with the travels of Hanoi's top Thuy went to East Germany.
leadership,for within that same Thus it vould appear that the
18 month period the top figures Nov. 20 meeting was deferred
in the OLD Politburo - Premier either on Hanoi's instructions or
Pham Van Dong, OLD First in order to receive them.
Secretary Le Duan, and ' The reason for Hanoi's
Chairman of, the National attitude is almost certainly
Assembly Standing Committee linked to the current military
Truong Chinh - all made trips activity in Laos and South
to East Germany, as did Viet-Nam's Central Highlands,
Vice-Premier Nguyen Con and, for, as Kissinger adnitted, "it is
more recently, Xuan Thuy. even possible, maybe even
Throughout the course of the probable, that the reason they
Paris talks East Germany has 'make the offensive is as a
served as a letterbox for the prelude to a subsequent
North Vietnamese, who there negotiation. This at least has
receive messages and instructions been their pattern in 1954 and ..
from Hanel, East Germany was .1968." '
chosen because it is close to Internal politics
Paris and is felt to be more Another factor, perhaps
ideologically trustworthy than equally important, in explaining
the rest of East Europe. Hanoi's recent activities, is
Normally, contacts with the politics at home. In a December
Germans are handled discreetly OUAN 001 NHAN DAN
by the two key North editorial, the thesis of which was
Vietnamese in Paris - Nguyen surrmed up by its author's
Minh Vy, officially an aide to choice of a pseudonym, Chien
Xuan Thuy, and Col. Ha Van Thang (Victory). it was stated
Lau, whose office in Hanoi that "in armed struggle
coordi nates the day-to-day main-force attacks have a key
operations of the Wlr in both role. The main force is the most
Viet-Nams, Laos, and Cambodia. important part of an army's
Thus, trips to Germany by the com bat s t r eng t h . . SBA f 1
major figures in the North .These[main-forceJ attacks.. , I' rom p.
Vietnamese hierarchy signify annihilate the enemy in an
important policy decisions at important manner and rapidly only way to make the Law
home. To avoid being change the balance of forces and School more responsive to
conspicuous, each has made only the situation on the battlefield." student needs.
one trip. This editorial and the current This should not and need not
Recent Activity offensi ve represent the be a battle with students on one
A c cor din g tot he culmination of an on-going side and the administration on
Nixon-Kisslnper: revelations, the debate in ~anoi. ~fte~the .196.8 the other. Many student
US responded to Hanoi's 9-point Tet offensive, which IS believed grievances, real or imagined, may
plan on July 26 and August 16, to have been proposed by Le be solved by the administration
1971. These proposals were .D~an and Lt. Gen '. Nguyen Van and organized .groups of student
rejected on Sept. 13. The 'VI~h, Truong Ch.lnh. m?de a ~eaders working ~ogethe.' to,
'President then made the revised !!JIaJor speech which indicated Improve the educational climate
offer announced 2 weeks ago in, that that poli~y WlS to be. at this institution; but this
a message to the Hanoil a b a n d o rj ed "'. favor of det~nte will never come. about
delegation on Oct. n. suggesting. pr~tracted. guernlla war.fa.re,. until we as students organize and,
a meeting on Nov.l. Betwee;;J ,whiCh required de-ernphasizinq become committed enough to
the September rejection and the I re~ular .(main-force) attac~s. work on the pr~~I~ms that draw
new US proposal, high-ranking This policy wa~ reflected In !ncessant CritiCism.
Chinese and Soviet delegations COS\,,1\J'sResolution 9 of July, I
arrived in Hanoi in late 1969 (after which, recall,
September and early October, Kissinger held his first secret
respectively. meeting). and in implementation
Ostensibly their purpose was resolu~ion 14 that Oct~ber.
to reach new foreign aid This left so~e disgruntled,
agreements with the North ~mong t.he~ Chle~ Th~ng, who,
Vietnamese, although it was In a ser~a"zed article In March
knoWl that the Soviets had and April, 1970, contendedthat
alreadv done so in mid-August, a "onlv by very extensively J
scant month and a half before. annihilating the US and pu~pet '------------'
military forces can our armed
forces and people change the
balance of forces rapidly and in
their favor .... and, thereby, win
victory." Because of events in
Cambodia, no reply was
forthcoming from Hanoi until
early July, when OUAN iDOl
NHAN DAN listed 10 benefits
of guerrilla warfare and claimed
that "never before has guerrilla
warfare held such an important
position" because it was
preventing Vietnamization.
.With a significant portion of
their supplies captured or
destroyed, and denied resupply
through Sihanoukville by the
Lon Nol coup, the North
Vietnamese had little choice but
to revert to guerrilla warfare.
Thus, one effect of the
Cambodia operation was to
strengthen Truong Chinh's
argument.
1971 saw an increase of
Chinh's influence in Hanoi. To
facilitate his ascension, some
compromise was apparently
reached with the group whose
views were reflected by Chien
Thanq., This would quiet his
critics and could result· in a
favorable settlement, enhancing
Chinh's prestige, if large-scale-
attacks were correctly timed.
Nixon's trips to Peking and
Moscow, juxtaposed with the
new US peace offer with its
intimation of a new peace
conference, may have indicated
that the time had arrived to
improve Hanoi's-and Chinh's-
position.
Even if the offensive fails,
Chinh can always blame it on
those who favored such a course
and continue with his own
policy of protracted war in the
South and economic rebuilding
in the North, after which the
war can presumably be stepped
up. But, if such a a policy were
followed, it might give the South
Vietnamese enough time to
build .the political and military
base necessary to successfully
resist a renewed attack. Thus the
ultimate success of the
President's Vietnamazation
program may, ironically, depend
on the success of Truong Chinh.
ADVOCATE
Staff Meeting
'4:00 Wednesday,
February 9
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La faye He Square
One newsphoto told me what' a thousand wordmongers
couldn't: the perfect running mates for 1972 are Richard
Nixon and Billy Graham. The photo showed them shoulder to'
shoulder, smiling and waving to the passing crowd; from their
limousine. They looked great.
I have nothing against Spiro Agnew, and have said so many
times, but I have seen so much evidence of Republican chances
being endangered by the slandering liberal press that I hope
Mr. Agnew would agree to stand aside. Desperate times
demand desperate remedies, and Mr. Nixon must be re-elected
at all costs.
Billy Graham would be the Perfect running mate. He is
loved and respected all around the world; he has preached to
and reached some forty million people; he has constructive
solutions to all our deepest problerns.and he has all the tight
friends in power. Moreover, he speaks, writes, thinks, looks,
and acts like a winner.
When he came to Charlotte, North Carolina, to dedicate a
civic monument to Billy Graham, and delivered a warm
personal tribute to him, the President showed how deeply
committed he is to his 'Southern stragegy'; in fact, Billy
Graham could be its keystone.
But this alliance should not be viewed as a cynical act of
political expediency, adopted at the eleventh hour to insure a
Republican victory. The two have been close friends since
1952 when they met and played golf together at Burning Tree.
Nor should it be strange that a churchman receive the call
to politics. Everyone is agreed that we are living in the most
godless era in the history of our country, and face an.
unparalleled moral crisis in every realm of society. It is time
for a moral and spiritual rearmament, a crusade against the
two-headed antichrist of anarchy at home and totalitarianism
abroad.
We should remember the example of the Renaissance, when
great churchmen like More, Erasmus, and Luther counseled
their sovereigns against their foes. Nor should we forget the
great statesman cardinals of France. Could not Billy Graham
be another Mazarin or Bishop Bossuet to Richard Nixon's
Louis Ouatorze?
The absence of later examples of this relationship may
explain the chaos of the last two hundred years: churchmen
have left politics to the politicians.
I can hear cries of separation-of-church-and-state. But this
should not even be an issue. After all, Billy Graham, though a
Baptist minister, has never identified himself exclusively with
anyone church. His message is for all mankind, regardless of
race, creed, national origin, or income bracket.
The ultimate question, of course, is ,whether Mr. Nixon has
indeed considered Dr. Graham as a running mate. I think he
has: he dropped some strong hints of his feelings at Charlotte.
He said that America must remain strong enough to
"provide the leadership that is going to be required," and then
called Billy Graham "one of the giants of our time."
t like to think of this moment in our history as the time
when a new Moses has arrived, and the voice of God has again
spoken from the burning bush, and drafted him to lead us
back to the promised land.
C"Wa'lO[ln d~ Pa'1i'" PO'r.hait 6- d/'1t .:Stu&o·
2906 M Street, N. W., Wa$hington, D. C.'
Phone 338.3227'
FINEST PHOTOGRAPHS AT MODERATE PRICES
Portrait • Weddinga - Reception Commercial phologral'hl.'r
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Film Finia!Jing • Color and Black and W!Jite
Paaaport photo. • Fl'amea
People Pickle
Delicatessen
If you're missing your mother's food,
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& Bagels and many other delica~ies •.•
People Pickle
1723 Connecticut Avenue Washington, D.C.
Telephone: 232-48QO .
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Legal Interference
The Nixon Administration has 'once again made one thing
perfectly clear-its refusal to allow the legal system to operate free
of federal political interference. At least this seems to be the case
when law attempts to work for the benefit of the majority of
Americans. and not the interests of corporations or those who
presently enjoy the fruits of The American Dream. This Nixonian
policy has been prevalent-in events of the past few weeks.
In a January 10 decision by Federal District Court Judge Robert
R. Merhige. Jr .• the sociological conclusions enumerated in the 1954
Brown decision were followed to their logical conclusion and the
Court found that Virginia for years had used its power to
perpetuate a dual. black-white school system and has never
hesitated to ignore city and county boundries in busing and
consolidation plans that reinforce segregation.
Thus. Merhige ruled that only through a merger with the county
systems can the predominately black schools be given protection
under the law guaranteed by the 14th Amendment. Last week.
Nixon. through Attorney General John Mitchell. announced that
the Justice Department may join the Virginia Board of Education as
an appelant. Where was the Justice Department when automobile
manufacturers received a slap on the wrists for conspiring for 16
years not to develop anti-pollutant devices?
The Camden Regional Legal Services has filed a suit against two
urban renewal projects in that city. and is blocking them on the
grounds they provide too little new housing for the people they are
, displacing. Although federal law provides that cities must provide
adequate replacement housing. Nixon. through Vice President
Agnew. saw fit to pressure CRLS to conform to the wishes of
Camden's mayor. At a meeting amongst CRLS director David H.
Dugan. Mayor Joseph Nardi. and Agnew. the Vice President was
quoted as having told Dugan that "Mayor Nardi has a greater right
to claim he represents your clients than you do. because he was
elected at the polls," He continued. "If you will forget legal
technicalities for a moment and listen to what the elected officials
here say. you must become less militant," Has the Administration
finally admitted that the election of a political official waives the
rights of that official's constituents to judicially redress the,
grievances created because of broken laws?
Last Thursday. the Federal Communications Commission
announced somewhat less restrictive regulations for the
development of CATV (Cable TV). Although the new regulations
are a significant step toward greater public access to the airwaves
and an electronic medium not solely dedicated to selling soap. they
were not as progressive as they should have been because of White
House interference. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson harshly
condemned the White House for its role in formulating an
agreement between the major factions in the cable television
dispute: the TV broadcasters. the CATV industry, and the owners
of television programs. Johnson said that "the White House
interference ...makes a mockery of the FCC's-independence and role
as an arm of Congress."
In less recent events, however. we must give the President credit
for siding with the prosecution in one criminal trial. but aiding the
defendant in another. Thus. Nixon accused Charles Manson of being
guilty before the trial commenced. but to demonstrate his
objectivity, the President freed Lt. William Calley from jail
confinement following the latter's conviction for murdering 26
people.
Considering all of the above events. Nixon seems to be starting
his own legal "movement"-one designed to maintain the status
quo.
Sigger sand Obscenity.
Although a few letters concerning Greg Siggers' article cannot
accurately be cited as a representation of the views of all 10,000
NLC alumni, we regret that the alumni who did see fit to respond
were unable to understand any of the words, other than the very
few whose use is criticized in the Ictters on this page. The letters
illustrate. however, not only the .alumnl's disturbance with these
words. but. as one alumnus put it. "with the trend of recent law
school graduates. their thinking and demeanor." It is more
disturbing to us that graduates of this law school have such limited
insight into their profession's problems (created long before recent
graduates were born) and are frightened over words which are
frequently used by every human being. It is no wonder that the
only people who respect lawyers are other lawyers. Perhaps it is the
only way they can live with themselves.
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letters to the, Editor: Alumni, Poli(e
AccountabililyandDiscretion:
'An Analysis of Obscenity'
Foul language contained in a
meaningless recitation of some
isolated acts and poorly
premised conclusions are not the
ingredients to be expected in a
publication by men who aspire
to practice law. I submit that
your publication of the article
without exercise of greater
editorial judgment manifests
immaturity and inferior
judgment. If I were in the
position to do so. I would
"shitcan" the whole editorial
I read some of the articles staff implicated.' (Pardon my
with interest. since I graduated de.ference to use of old Marine
from GWU in 1956 after having Corp slang which your Greg
s e r v e d as the S BA • Siggers employs so frequently!)
Vice-President, and having Alfred J. Anton
otherwise been quite active in its Miami, Florida
affairs.
Then I made the mistake of
reading "Accountability and
Discretion: An Analysis of the
Law School," Aside from the
fact that the article was quite
difficult to understand, I found
the use of the better-knowi four
letter words quite out of place
and very inappropriate for a
paper being disseminated to
various law students and their
predecessors at GWU.
Now, I have read all about
Holden Caulfield. and I have
watched "M.A.S.H," and "The
Owl and the Pussycat;" I do not
consider myself a prude. or a
Comstock. But the use of the
terms in the story in question
was not only a colossal piece of
bad writing. but in extremely
bad taste.
It was so nice to see a special
section devoted to the alumni in
y-our December 6 issue.
My extreme disappointment
comes about. however, in the
section not devoted to
alurmi-the one which is "based
on the notes which Mr. Siggers
took ,while attending the law
Center." One of the bases which
seems to prompt much of the
criticism by Mr. Siggers is a lack
'of wlde discretion on the part of
the faculty. As the article put it,
it contains "a simple thread
called dlscretion.'
But lIIhat kind of discretion
does an editorial staff use when
it prints such an article
noteworthy only for its use of
four-letter words? Mr. Siggers is
entitled to write in a manner
which he thinks appropriate. but
I 'question seriously the
judgment of the editorial staff in
exercising its discretion to,
publish an article which seems
almost pointless except for the
free use of obscenities.
Glen A. Wilkinson
Washington, D.C.
After all. what are we
teaching out students in this
modern world? Hopefully. how
to express themselves in the
argot that we all understand, and
not in the banal ,vernacular of
the gutter.
But even more important, the
immature Mr. Siggers states in
his concluding paragraph that
since the students pay for all of
the fiddler's tune. the professors
should dance to it. This may be
true; if so. what happens to-the
donations we are asked to make
to the Law Center? If it is, as I
suspect, false, then what was the
purpose in printing such an
absurd Parody on legal writing in
a paper dedicated to
enlightening law students and
alumni? After all. freedom of
speech still entitles an editor to
use his own discretion in what is
said in his own newspaper.
Philip H. DeTurk
Puyallup, Washington
Robert Ash
LLB'18
Washington. D.C.
I have these comments to
make about the article of Greg
Siggers in your December 6,
1971. issue:
1. If Greg Siggers has a valid
peeve. his inabilitv to present it.
without the use of foul language.
prevents any serious
consideration being given to
what he has to say.
2. Students ,should realize
that they are youthful. have not
yet gained the wisdom that
comes through years of
experience. and they should not
demand that their suggestions be
adopted,
3. Students should, learn
patience. If they believe' there
are grave deficiencies. they
should realize that. in a few
short years, they will be the
The copy of "The Advocate" "establishment" and then. unless
bearing date of December 6. the wisdom of experience should
'1971, has just reached the change their minds. they can
writer's desk and we have read then implement their ideas and
the comment or letter of Greg be responsible for the effect
Siggers with extreme disgust. ,their ideas may have on the
Granted that it may be true institution. After all. in the life
that there are professors in the of this planet. what is ten or
Law School in the Law Center twentvvears?
who are arbitrary, and perhaps 4. Lawyers. of all people.
even unreasonable. a castigation should confine their efforts to
of the entire faculty. the Law achieve their objectives to sound
Center and the trustees of the reasoning rather than to resort
University would appear to be to violence or the threat of
unreasonable, unfair and a severe violence. Use of foul language
indictment upon which no True may connote a willingness to
Bill would issue. It is true that resort to violence and may h-ave
many professors have a tendency greater appeal to those who
to 'teach, or attempt to teach, would resort to violence.
what the law should be rather (anonymous)
than what is is and what the Dallas. Texas
principles of the law are, not all
are in the same category.
The writer has been in the
active practice for more than
forty (40) years and is disturbed
by the trend of recent law
school graduates, their thinking
and their demeanor.
It would be appreciated it the
writer's name be not published if
this letter is used by your
publication. .
, Jacksonville. Texas.
As I perused the December 6,
1971 issue of "The Advocate," I
read the article by Greg Siggers
headlined "Acco'untability and
Discretion: An Analysis of the
Law School." TriJsting to find
some analyses. I was thoroughly
dismayed, disgusted. and
,disgruntled with the writer and
in a greater degree with the
Editor and his staff in the total
absence of discretion. good
taste. and accountability to the
profession and the standards we
strive tounhold.
Foul language. per se, is riot
disturbing to me but its use by
certai n people in certain
publications is unwarranted and
unconscionable.
Recently I have received a
copy of The Advocate dated
December 6, 1971. The lead
article by Mr. Siggers was
shocking to me: I have always
felt that the mark of an
educated man and particularly
of a lawyer was his ability to.
express himself in clean, decent
language.' Mr. Siggers falls far
short of that test. As you know.
I worked my way through the
George Washington University
Law School and have felt'
obligated to the University for
furnishing the facility lIIhich
permitted me to have the
opportunity of attending the.
Law School. I still feel that way.
hovever, I wonder if I am wise
to continue to contribute at
least $2.000 a year to the Law
School for student assistance
funds if these funds are to be
used for people like Mr. Siggers'
-and the other students he
describes. Of course. I am" not
familiar with the facts
mentioned by Mr. Siggers. but
the whole tone of his letter
indicates that his viewpoint is
extremely biased.
For some reason I received a
recent copy of "lhe A:lvocate"
through the mails and I am'
requesting that my name be
removed from your distribution
list.
My dog has been
housebroken for some time past.
Ames W. Williams
AB '35 LLB '39
Alexandria. Va.
Corruption
During the past week a
number of Washington residents
- community leaders. lawyers.
law students, and Citizens -
have signed petitions calling for
an open investigation into
possible corruption in the
Metropolitan Police Force.
Those of us who signed didso " .
because we believe that a police
force of unquestioned integrity
is basic to public law
see MORE LETTERS, p. 5
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Novel on Academic Decay
by Harold C. Gordon
Advocate Book Review Editor
"Pictures from an Instltutlon"by
Randall Jarrell. Noonday. 227 pp.
$2.25.
Of all the significant
phenomena of our time which
the historian and sociologist of
the future will be called upon to
explain, surely one of the most
intriguing is the plight of
American education. in the
1960s when the baby boom of'
the post war world was lowered
upon our campuses .:
That period, which began
with the free speech movement
at Berkeley and ended in a
fusillade of bullets at Kent State,
marked a reversion to barbarism
of the first order and a time
when our campuses' came as
close to .being converted into,
revolutionary enclaves as they
are likely to be at any time in
the future.
Was such tragedy inevitable?
Why was it that the American
university, that fountainhead of
liberalism and rationalist
progress should have proved as
incapable of accommodating the
increased social pressures of our
time as any of our other
institutions? More importantly,
why was it that once the
university was confronted with
the violence and anti-
intellectualism which
threatened to destroy it, it could
not have made any kind of
effective response?
Why, for example, were the
faculty members of so many
beleaguered institutions, faced
with lawlessness and wanton
lProphetic'
I do not know how she could
have gotten rid ot'it.
The students of the Sixties
however, appear to have draw~
the wrong conclusion from this.
and, as Dr. Bruno Bettelheim has
suggested, embraced fanatically.
those ideals to which their elders
did little more than pay lip
service. The result of this was
that they chose to apply these
ideals to, the establishment
instead of to themselves and to
conclude that it was their
instructors who should feel'
guilty.
Confronted wiht the logical
culmination of their own liberal
permissiveness coming full tilt
toward them like a freight train,
faculty after faculty was stunned
into inaction. Worse yet,
masochism set in, and some
instructors' felt obliged to
defend, or at least excuse the
offenders in the manner of Flo
Whittaker who, had she been
informed that Benton and Dr.
Whittaker and her children and
,the furniture had been burned to
ashes by the' head of the
American Federation 'of Labor
who had then sown salt over the
ashes. would have sobbed, and
sobbed, and said at last-she
could do no other-"I think we
ought to hear his side of the case
before we make up our minds.'"
After that, there could be no
surprise as to what followed.
What the experts of the future
will make of it is by no means
certain. Perhaps it will depend,
as Benton's Dr. Rosenbaum
would put it, on "vot ve all
shpeak ven de shtadt has videred
away." In any event, it is to tie
hoped that Jerrell's keen and
perceptive wit will enliven the
last analysis.
•
IS
His models are universal. Who
has not observed, in one form or
another, the smug conceit of the
faculty of Benton who couldn't
wait for men to be discovered on
the moon so they could prove
they weren't prejudiced against
moon men but who at the same
time felt that if Benton ~re
gone ,it would .no longer be
possible to become educated?
For that matter, who has not,
at some point in his academic
career, experienced every
member of the faculty at
Benton? The rogue's gallery
which Jarrell gives us contains
such delectable examples as Dr.
Whittaker, a sociologist of the
Old School who, had, his school
been any older would have been
dead; Flo Whittaker, the faculty
wife, who could have served as
the model for a statue of
Honesty sticking its foot in its
mouth; Mr. Dandier, the lecturer
who had only two passions in
Iife-the 13th Century and
Greek-and who, had the 13th
Century spoken Greek, would
have died of frustration at not
having been alive then; and of
course the helpful faculty
advisor who, when saddled with
a student who had too many
problems cheerfully counselled:
"If I were you I'd commit
suicide."
Such shallowness as this
could not help but create
resentment on the part' of ever
more numerous, ever more
skeptical students who became
ever less certain that the once all
important cOllege education was
rea Ily worthwhile after all.
Instead of demanding their
tuition back and leaving,
however, the students chose to'
,register their discontent by
,attempting to smash the system
which they felt had betrayed
them.
In this they very nearly
succeeded, assisted by the fact
that in many cases the rationale
for their efforts was provided by
the very people they sought to
overthrow. It was a case of the
liberal guilt complex coming
home to roost. In his "God and
Man at Yale," William F.
Buckley sharply cirticized the
"indoctrination" of students
with the prevailing liberal dogma
'but never as devastatingly as
Jarrell did in this single
paragraph:
If Benton had had an
administration building with
pillars it could have carved over
the pillars: "Ye shall know the
truth and the truth shall make
you feel guilty. " Just as ordinary
animal awareness has been
replaced in man by
consciousness, so consciousness
had been replaced, inmost of the
teachers of Benton, by social
consciousness. They were
successful in teaching their
students to say in contrition,
about anything whatsoever: "It
was I, Lord, it was I;" but they
were not so successful in
teaching them to consider this
consciousness of guilt a
summum bonum, one's final
claim upon existence. Manv a
Benton girl went back to her
nice home, married her rich
husband; and carrieda fox in her
bosom for tne rest of her
life-and short of becoming a
social worker, founding ,a
Neo-Socialist party, and then
killing herself and leaving her
insurance to the United Nations,
destruction of educational
facilities, unable to make the
appropriate comparison with the
Nazi bookburnings of 40 years
ago and to respond accordingly?
Why was it that instead they
permitted themselves to be
bounced from their classrooms
with the same equanimity that
certain supporters of the French
Revolution, condemned by the
very tribunals which they had
created, went to the guillotine
singing the Marseillaise?
Such questions defy simple
answers and it may be years
before they are fully considered.
Mea nwhile, the civilized
intellectual in. our society may
take comfort in the fact that
Randall Jarrell's satiric
masterpiece "Pictures from an
Institution" is back in print at a
time when insight, balance and a
sense of the ridiculous are sorely
needed if we are to effectively
understand what went wrong on
campus during the past decade.
Written during the deceptive
calm of the early Fifties, Jarrell's
glittering novel may almost be
called prophetic in the author's
brilliant expose of the deadwood
which even now continues to
clutter the groves of academe.
Using his mythical Benton
College for Women as a
microcosm, Jarrell skillfully
dissects the petty politics, the
hypocrisy, the ideological
bigotry and the incredible
parochialism common to so
many' institutions of higher
learning.
More letters
enforcement in the Nation's h 0 n est and th 0 r 0 ugh
capital. departmental investigation. And
There are an increasing it is a real disservice to the
number of unansvered questions 800,000 citizens of the District
in peoples' minds about the for our local officials, albeit they
. conduct of the D.C. Police .are appointed and not elected,
Department. Co-ngressman to stand by silently and assure us
\ Pepper apparently had SOIle that the police department can
questions but was/persuaded to handle its own Internal
drop his call for a public problems,
commission inquiry after Mayor The petitions are moderate in
Washingt~n, Poli,ce Wilson, and, tone and appeal to Chief Wilson,
even President Nixon stated th~t first, to open the investigation
~her~ was no need for a public ,he is now making to public and
inquIry. . press inspection and questioning.
Almost at the same time as When Vlill his report be made?
the Pepper revelations, the How is he conducting the
papers -reported that the second investigation? Is only the Third
highest ranking .officer. of the Precinct involved, or is the
Internal AffaIrs Unit corruption more widespread? I
, n?thing wrong. in this ?ctio~ and there a connection between dru:
dld not re.port It t~ Chief ~llson, traffic in the. Third Precinct and
but Wilson Immediately, police corruption? How is it that
~ran~ferred ,the offi~er, who was street prostitution is so openly
Im~lIca~ed. The ChIef s prom~t visible on 14th Street when the
acnon IS to conmen?ed, ~ut IS Vice Squad supposedly has
t~an.sf~r the ap.projnate kind of authority to clean it up? These'
disciplinary action. are not unreasonable questl
W· hl k f h ons.It In a wee 0 t e e~ents As a start, we call on the
~bo.ve, we read of 8 officers pol ice department itself to
indlcted for alleged false arrest answer these .question . th
. I· . h Thi d P . s m eVIOanons m ~ e rr recl~ct. open. And we call upon
And only this week, there IS a Members of the City C .,
t b f" d ounci ,
s 0brl~ a
f
°dut .c~n Ifscate the Mayor, and other high
gam 109 un s mlsslOg rom a officials to see th t thf' r . H a ey are
, ~a e ~n a po Ice. station. ow ·answered. If they are not
ong IS the public expec.ted to answered, how can the District
read of such conduct m the government expe t t d
I, f d ,.,.., c 0 conmanpo Ice orce an ramaln Slent.. the respect of the public for law
.' It seem.s obvi.ous.that a closed and order, if law itself is corrupt
In~rnal investIgatIon. of the I in its adninistration, and how
police .for~e by .the police force can the President hold up the
at thIS time IS absurd. The District of Colurrbia as a model
In~ernal Affairs ~nit is itself of progress in the fight against
tamted. The C~I~f ha.s ~ot crime, when crime itself may
announced how hiS investigation have infected the police force of
can be conducted under this city?
conditions which clearly
conpromise the possibility of an
Final, Exams Hard to Find
an old exam because she could college. When he was an
not find any in the library and undergraduate at New York
her professor was out of town. University, a couple of students
Stolen Exams in a pre-medical chemistry course
Apparently, it is becoming a would take two sets of notes.
prevalent practice among some Ole correct set and one sli!f1tly
students to take old exams and incorrect. If anyone needed to
never return them. This practice see or copy a particular day's
i s bound t o be com e notes they were always ready
counter-productive because as and willing to help. That's right,
more students engage in exam with the wrong set of notes.
"swapping" the likelihood of Cavaet Emptor?
finding what you are looking for Is this the direction in which
will decrease. GW law students are currently
Xerox! heading What about after law
There is a Xerox machine school? Caveat emptor, is that
available at a cost of a nickel a the applicable phrase?
page on the third floor. Is it tOO'Sign Up
difficult to Xerox .the material Unless the present practices
and return it to the proper 'of stealing old exams ceases, I
folder? Of course not; but I suggest that borrowing them be
suppose that the point is to done on the same basis as
prevent the other guy from reserved books: sign up and turn
.beinq able to do so. Freedom of in your student card. I hasten to
competition,' is that the- add that similar "corrprtitive"
applicable phrase? practices have also taken place in
I am reminded of something connection with Law Reviews
a young prafessor told me in and case Reporters.
by Gary Strausberg
3rd year law student
Each semester prior to the
final exam period many students
pay a visit to the third-floor
reserve desk of the law library.
The purpose of these visits is to
look at old exams. And last
semester, as usual, I decided to
xerox some old exams. Strangely
enough, exams from two of the
courses Iwas takin in 1970 and
1971 were mIssing. One' entire
folder of exams was missing. I
was able to find a full set of old
exams for one course only.
Many other students
encountered the same difficulty.
When this was promptly brought
to the attention of various
professors they replaced the old
tests with another set. But no
sooner had the replaced exams
been inserted than the folders
would be half-empty again.
During exam period one law
student asked me if I knew
anyone who had taken a certain
course and might have a copy of
Sorority RU,shing: Commences'
Sorority rushing commenced
the first week of the Spring
semester, the first function being
,a champagne reception held by
Kappa Beta Pi on January 27th.
Freshman women and upperclass
women, who have not affiliated
with another professional legal
sorority, were entertained.
This sorority's second rushing
function will be a buffet
luncheon on February 12th at
,Law. There are 67' student
chapters in law schools in the
United· States, Canada, England,
Europe, and 'Asia. with
alumnae chapters' located
throughout the world. Chapters
·are operating in all five
.W!.5hington, D.C. law schools.
the University Club, Marvin
Center, at which prominent and
illustrious members of Kappa
Beta Pi will be in attendance,
including two Federal judges and
a Membel:' of Congress. '
Kappa Beta Pi has, as one of
its primary purposes, the
encouragement of women to
study law. It was founded in
1908 at Chicago-Kent College of +-------------
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CLCPositions Remain Unfilled
received from other areas of the
nation but also because of the
opportunity it has given former
offenders.
Our Congress Heights Project
which currently involves
students working with the
Congress Heights Association for
Service and Education (CHASE)
on a legal advisorybasis. Some of
the advisory tasks which our
students are performing include:
Monitoring proposed
legislation of both the Federal
and District governments as it
relates to the southeast
.(Congress Heights) area of the
city.
Researching past precedents
and appropriate.procedures for
acquiring as sites for future
housing in the Southeast area
unused parcels of land at the St.
Elizabeth's Hospital facility and'
Bolling Air Force Base both
being located of course in
Southeast Washington.
Assisting the CongressHeight
Association for Service and
Education (CHASE) in creating
a community credit union,
servicing those residents, of
sou theast who would not
otherwise obtain aSsistancefrom
the city's private financial
institutions.
Assisting the 'lawyers of the services. These Seminars. are
Neighborhood Legal Services unique from the point of view of
Program, office no. 10,tnthelr" providing a forum for direct
day to day efforts to provide contact between the Community
free legal services to the indigent and University faculty without
residents of the Southeast area. the heretofore omnipresent
Monitoring the District middlemen.
g 0 v ern men t ' s The Seminar objectives are:
Washington-Highlands Project (a) to provide a vehicle for
which involves converting' focusing, mobilizing, and
low-income housing areas into coordinating the diverse
areas of single-ownership or organizations and interest of
mix-income housing. Students those who are concerned with
focus· particularly on assuring the delivery of leQal services (in
that those present residents of the Community and at the
the area who will eventually be University); (b) to facilitate
displaced are afforded adequate information exchange and
relocation opportunities. positive communication; (c) to
We have students now provide immediate learning
assigned to work with the experiences relevant to the
Lawyers Committee for Civil development of a preliminary
Rights Under Law and the Equal legal service delivery model and
Employment Opportunity su bsequent feedback for
Commission. These students, con tin u i n g pro g ram
after a ten hour orientation d eve lop men t , pro g ram
session on Title VII, will be modification, program
working directly with local .expansion leading to the
attorneys involved in litigating eventual development of a
Title VII, that is, race and sex comprehensive delivery system.
Ground Floor
Marvin Center
discrimination, matters.
To date two students are
already involved. in Title VII
cases, one dealing with a sex
discrimination case the other
concerned with proving by
statistics a prima facie case of
racial discrimination using
computer techniques.
lhere are additional openings
in this project, as well as in the
District of Columbia Office of
Human Relations where students
. are needed to and can represent
complaining parties before the
Commission; in the Office' of
Title VI Compliance at the
Department of Health Education
and Welfare and in the office of
Economic Opportunities Office
of Contract Compliance.
Lastly, should time and
budget permit, a series of
Urban-Legal Affairs Seminars
will be held. These seminars are
envisioned as a vehicle by which
various entities representing the
Community can systematically
interphase with the George
Washington University Law
School faculty/students and
functionally exchange
information . to focus on the
needs,. expectations and
requirements for delivering legal
law Students
for you:
G. W. U.
-law Text Books
Gilbert Law Summaries
Smith's Review Series
Brief Paper and Folders
Legal Pads' " Attache Cases
Pens Pencils: Note Books
Gifts Best Seller Books
G. W. U. Rings .
Book Store Hours
Mon. thru Thurs. 8:45 to 6:30-
Friday 8:45 to 5:(){)
Closed
Saturdays
After
Feb. 12
in the Community Legal
Program.
The first seminar is scheduled I
for February 25, 1972 and
hopefully will bring the Director
of . the United Planning
Organization, Jeanus Parks Esq.,
along with the Reverand
Douglass Moore and others to
the Law School.
- - - - - - -
,
FILMS Feb. 11 - Godard's Masculine /
'72
Feminine 7 & 9:30
18 -
Ballroom -Gimme Shelter
Mar. 3-
7 & 9:30 Lisner
friday Millhouse7 & 9:30 Ballroom
I 10 - Lion's Love
• 7& 9:30 Ballroomseries 17 - The Gospel AccordingTo Saint Matthew
-~~
7 & 9:30 Ballroom
Apr. 7 - Director Mike, Gray -
speaker; The Murder of
14 -
Fred Hampton 8:00 Lisner
Jl~
Ecstacy, with Hedy
Lamar 7 & 9:30 Ballroom
21 - Hiroshima Mon Amouru •
7 & 9:30 Ballroomtickets available
at the Info Desk 28- Claire's Knee .'
after 6PM 7 &9:30 Ballroom
May 5- The Wizard of Oz
NO tickets at the 7 & 9:30 Ballroom
door
.. -.- - -,
New York, State
Bar Exam
•arlllO.
BAR REVIEW COURSE, inc.
"Founded 1946"
For the first time, a tape course in Washington, OR attend live course in New York
City. '
March, 1972 Exam sessions now being conducted at G. W. weekday evenings and
Saturdays-July Bar sessions begin in June.
, SPECIAL OFFER: student may take tape course for March exam and re-take the
course given for July Exam either by tape in D. C., or live in New York, at no
additional charge.
Atte~d I~cture at G. W. Law School, room B-1, as our guest, as an introduction to
Mr. Manno s Course and techniques. .
Mr. Marino's Bar Course Offers:
(1) a familiarity with the nature of the examination
(2) a ready recall of the New York Law
(3) a reliable method of analyzing complicated fact situations, and
(4) a facility fo r writing well-reasoned answers
(5) a review of yes-no Bar type questions
(6) recent developments in the law.
'In the last 5 years, better than 80% of the Marino Bar Review
Course students passed the Bar examination.
March 1972 exam:
The course will be conducted by Tape, at a convenient D. C.
locatlon, beginning mid-January, for the March 20-21 examination-·
, , ' Call or Write
The fee for the Bar Review Course is $200.00 and includes lectures
and books in the CPLR, Evidence, Substantive Law, Problem •
Analysis, Essay Writing Techniques, Yes-No type questions and
answers review and recent developments in the law.
Marino Bar Review, Inc.
109 Tullamore Road
Garden City, N.Y. 11530
Contact Your
.Local Representative,,.
Howard Menell 554·3738,
The Marino Bar Review Course Inc. is incorporated under the New
I' York State Education Law and approved for the training of veterans, and disabled veterans.
Menick Miscellaneous
by Jeff Menick
Nude marathons, touching games,' and psychologically
violent confrontations are usually brought to mind when you
mention the words "Sensitivity training." However, I have
recently found out that there is much more involved in the
sphere of group dynamics and human interaction than we
often assume from reading Life magazine.
I have become very interested in the possibilities of
sensitivity training since I metseveral graduate students who
were taking such a course, offered 'by the graduate school of
Education. . .
The course is taught by a '''trainer'' or group leader from
NTL, one of the pioneering groups in sensitivity training. Most
of what NTL is involved with is leading groups for business,
professional, and educational organizations that want to
promote more effective individual or managerial leadership
through greater understanding of the individual's role in group
interaction.
Sensitivity training is supposed to be an experience in.
creating a miniature society. Ideally it is oriented toward
working with processes that emphasize inquiry, exploration
and experimentation. The goals of a training session are
threefold: to help members learn; to improve the individual's
quality of cognition, by clarifying his identity and increasing
his self-esteem; and to have more authenticity in interpersonal
relationships.
Now most of you are probably saying,"So What?"But it
has occurred to me that these goals are extremely relevant and
perhaps even useful toour future roles as lawyers, in dealing
with many of the' problems we may encounter in practice.
Because of this, I would like to find out what kind of interest
we can generate in the law school in having the Dean approach
Professors Nadler and Wiggs in the Ed. department about
having law students take the sensitivity training course for
credit, or organizing a separate section for law students.
If any of you are interested in either taking the course or
perhaps participating in a more limited group experience
(limited, time. wise) please call me at 588-3158. I have the
names of a couple of trainers who would lead private
sensitivity or encounter sessions.
Back to more mundane matters, the sports bubble burst
with a splash recently. In their first playoff game in umpteen
years, the Redskins lost to a very human San Francisco team.
"Wait till next year."
It's also wait till next year for Lefty Driesell and Carl
Sloan. As I said before the season, the most Maryland should
hope for this-year is an NIT bid. I; like many other sports fans,
got suckered in by dreisellmouth, but not nearly as badly as
Chris Schenkel, who picked Maryland as team of the year:
As GW's Sloan looks forward to having his freshmen pla,y
varsity ball next year, the Colonials, in their last two games
have finally begun to work as a cohesive team. They looked
.'
much more together as they lost to a much better Temple
team and beat West Virginia, despite All-American Wil
Robinson.
In particular, Ronnie Nunn has cut his stupid shots in half,
and he even made a couple of them in both games. Because he
is such a tremendously nice person, one ishestitant about
criticizing Coach Sloan, but it very obvious from much of the
sloppiness of their play that they was very little discipline on
the squad. Too much individual play, little hustle and spirit,
and no movement on the floor indicate a lack of discipline in
basketball fundamentals.
However, much of this appeared to have been improved by
last week. Maybe we can still win 9 or 10 games. I certainly
hope so, Sloan deserves it and he certainly must be credited
with bringing in a great squad that hopefully will turn things
around for he GW basketball program.
While on the subject of college basketball, I must condemn
the recent NCAA decision allowing freshman athletes to
compete in varsity competition in football and basketball.
Although the decision can help a school like GW, I think the
decision was very unwise from the point of view of the
students themselves.
I think all of us remember what a tremendous amount of
strain there is in going from high school to college. The
academic requirements should be the most important factor in
, the decisions of the schools and the students. Obviously, the
profit factors are the most important considerations of the
NCAA.
Keeping the level of 'competition lower during a student's
first year, cutting down on the demands of practice time,
fewer games and less traveling all aid the student athlete in
adjusting to all of the pressures of college life.
There is already too much isolation of athletes from the
mainstream of campus activities. Adding the burden of varsity
competition to a 17 or 18 year old kid is unnecessary and in
the long run will prove to be very harmful. .
Nelson Speaks Tuesday·
GW are Senator Ernest H~lIin9s
(D. S.C.), February 15, 4:00
p.m. and "The Voice of Black
America" radio' show originator,
Rev.W. L. Jenkins, February 16,
at 8:00 p.m.
Senator Gaylord' Nelson (D.
Wis,) will speak on "The
Environment" in rooms 413-414
of the Marvin Center on
Februaiy8 at 4:00 p.m.
Other February speakers
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ABC's Owen Marshell
BecomesAnotherShyster
by Edward J. Kiley
Advocate staff Writer ,
On January 20, 1972, the
ABC tel evision network
presented another episode of
"Owen Marshall-Counselor at
Law." Since its premiere, this
show has consistently been well
acted and well written, and,
unlike many of its predecessors,
somewhat believable. Week after
week we saw our profession
depicted in the favorable light
most of us would wish it to be.
Too often we do not merit such
.treatment.
True, Owen Marshall does
tend to be a bit too Marcus.
Welbyish for us to identify with
it. But he has also been
portrayed as an attorney who
believes in the law as an entity,
to be used to resolve confllcts ,
and administer justice. In my
mind, this fact overcame
whatever small shortcomings the
character possessed.
In the above mentioned'
show, however, the series'
writers reduced attorney
Marshall to yet another in a long
line of "circus" lawyers, to
which the networks have been
subjecting the viewing public
since the days of Perry ("1
never lose") Mason. For those of
you who missed this one, permit
me a brief synopsis.
A psychotic Viet Narnveteran,
playing unconvincingly by Ricky
Nelson, is plagued by a guilt
complex for having been the
cause of his platoon leader's
death. He 'succeeds in assuaging
this feeling of guilt by resorting
to rape-more specifically, the
ra pe of wives of officers
stationed in Viet Nam. One of
this character's victims happens
to be a close friend of Marshall's.
Unable to get the D.A. to seek
an indictment (there is a claim
of lack of evidence by the
District Attorney), Owen resorts
to a civil suit for damages. In the
course of preparation Marshall
uncovers three other women
who have been subjects of
Nelson's self-administered
"therapy". These three, of
course, won't testify. They don't
want the incidents to be brought
out.
This doesn't phase our hero,
though. After failing to break
down Nelson, during direct
examination, Marshall devises a
plan. While cross examining him
during the defense portion of
the trial, and lacking evidence of
any kind, Owen has the three
reluctant witnesses' enter the
court room at strategic intervals
and take seats where Nelson is
Taking the Pennsylvania
or Deleware Bar?
Then prepare with
Levin-Sarner'-Brown
A course attended by 90% of
all law school graduates taking
the Pa, or Del. bar
Sign up on the second floor
bulletin board or contact:
Tony Piazza
Georgetown Univ.
. New South Hall
Box 2618
Washington, O:C.
20007
.sure to see them. This, of course, "shyster" as, "a lawyer who uses
,causes the defendant to snap, unprofessional or questionable'
and the case is won. methods: one who gets along by
So much for the case, and so petty, sharp practices; shady,
much for the law. But, you say, disreputable." Well, in my
a dangerous rapist was brought opinion, this definition 'is a
to' justice, and that surely pretty fair description of Owen
excuses any suspect conduct by Marshall's methods during the
Marshall. Why,. attorney January 20 show. Though
Marshall should be applauded. justification for these tactics
Crap. That was the same excuse may be. present in a given case,
given by police apologists such justification makes these
justifying certain nefarious practices niether praiseworthy
backroom procedures in order to nor proper, as the American
obtain confessions. Broadcasting Company would
have us believe.
But of course this is the exact I realize that I am leaving
reaction the show's writers' myself open for criticism as
wanted, and from a layman, being both self-righteous and
such reaction is expected. But a unrealistic, and perhaps such
great many NlC students, and, criticism is deserved. Ican't help
I'm sure, a few faculty members, feeling, though, that the law is
would have the very same something more· than a pretzel
attitude towards Marshall's for a sharp lawyer or a sharp
actions. True, when a lack of judge to twist in order to get
evidence presents itself such, someone off or put someone
practices are commonly resorted away; that the law is more than
to in our adversary system; and what the Neilsen ratings and the
some of the highest paid so-called "real world" require
attorneys in America make their the networks to serve us up each
living out of this kind of legal season in the form of "lawyer"
gamemanship. This, however, shows. And the law is' more
does not make it right. than what Owen Marshall made
Webster defines the term it out to be last week.
Il
OLYERSON BAR· REVIEW·
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BAR
Long Course
April 15 -June 20
Classesmeet Sal. &Sun .• 10:OOA.M.-12:30P.M.
(After May 29, classesmeet every night. 6:30·8:45
PM. & Sal. and Sun., 10:00 A,M.-12:30 P.M.
1972 VIRGINIA BAR
Long Course
March 6 - June 1. .
Night Section M-T-W, 8:00-10:30 P,M. •
Day Section (Playback) M-T-W, 1:00·
3:30 P.M.
Standard and accelerated courses also available·
Courses include:
complete notes, briefs of over 1,000 local court decisions and
over 2,000 bar-type class review problems).
You may attend o~ili"g class without obligation.
VA approved
CALL OR WRITE
IlOLVERSON BAR REVIEW8R Fed,eral Bar Building West1819 H Street, N. W.Washington, D. C. 20006659-1722
or
Contact your G.W. Representative
James Carr - 522·5641
NEW AND USED
CASEBOOKS,
HORNBOOKS.
~
WASHINGTON I
:LAW BOOK CO.INCi
1817 EVE STREET
TELEPHONE 785 0424
EVERY MAJOR
LAW STUDY AID-
a-THE ADVOCATE, Monday February 7, 1972
Some of the skills you
acquire in the Reading
Dynamics Course
In Reading Dynamics you learn to read faster naturally - without
mechanical.devices and without losing the natural enjoyment or flavor of
reading. Nor do you skim or skip. You triple your present rate by taking in
entire thoughts at one time.
The course consists of eight weekly sessions of two and one half hours
each. When you complete this course you will be a better reader as well as
a faster reader. Here are some of the skills that are taught in the Reading
Dynamics Course:
• How to read without hearing and saying all the words
• How to read more than one word at a time
• How to see and understand groups of words out of order
• How to find the thought in a paragraph
• How to read with a definite pre-established purpose
• How to rernember what you read
• How to read smoothly down the page as well as from left to right
• "How to adjust your speed to different kinds of material - that is, to be
a flexible reader
.- How to use your hand to pace your reading
• How to preview a book .-'
• How to read newspapers and magnines
• How to read technical material - journa'ls, texts, reports
• How to read classics and conceptual material
• How to make permanent recall records
• How to take lecture notes
• How to study for a test
• How to stabilize your speed and comprehension
• How to review material
Evel~nWood
Reading D~nllmies
/
Meet Pat Richter,' 30
A Former Washington Redskin-
A Lawyer
He Can Read
1,825 Words Per Minute
I
Watching Pat's hand fly over the pages (his hand acts as a pacer) you
can't believe that he's actually reading. He must be skimming. But he's not.
LAW READING DYNAMICS is designed to refine the most valuable skill
possessed in the legal field. From the neophyte law student to the most
successful attorney it is highly apparent that efficient reading is the most
vital aspect of the law. To be able to analyze briefs, case studies, and legal
textbooks not only demands intellectual strength but also a well-oriented
and logically structured process for interpretive reading.
To establish incisive judgment which develops is a fundamental and vital
aspect in the field of law.
"Reading dynamically," says Pat, "has really unlocked the door of
education for me. Before, reading was a necessary evil. Now it is a definite
.pleasure. "
You may not learn to read quite as fast as Pat Richter (and then again
you might), but the nationally known Reading Dynamics Institute guaran-
tees that you'll at least triple your reading efficiency with good comprehen-
sion -or receive a full tuition refund.
ATTEND A 45-MINUTE DEMONSTRAT10N
OF THIS FASCINATING TECHNIQUE
TUESDAY
FEB. 8
1pm & 8pm
WEDNESDAY
FEB. 9
1pm & 8pm
G. W. Law Center
Room 31
720 20th S1 St. N.W.
